
PUPPY SCHOOL 

A card game for 2-6 dog's best friends. 

Every player is a trainer in large and famous agility school with the goal to fill as many training groups 

as fast as possible. 

 

COMPONENTS 

18 training group cards (with 2, 4 or 6 points – 6 cards each) 

64 dog cards (8 different breeds – 8 cards each) 

 

GAME SETUP 

Both training group and dog cards are shuffled separately and every player is dealt 4 dog cards, then 6 dog cards 

are put on table face up – those are referred as common waiting list. From the pile of training group cards 

3 cards are turned on table face up – those are referred as available training groups. Starting player is selected 

randomly, after his/her turn play continues clockwise. 

 

During player's turn he/she can perform following activities (in order listed below): 

 

1) Fill one training group (if possible – otherwise skip to next step) 

 

For filling training group player selects one face up training group from table, discards the needed dog cards 

and retrieves the training group card to store it in front of him/her. After that new training group card 

is turned face up. If player has less than 4 dog cards after discarding, he/she refills the hand to 4 cards. 

 

Example: Margit would like to fill the training group (valued 2 points) containing Dogge, Terrier and Dachshund, 

therefore she discards those three dog cards, retrieves the training group card and places it in front of her. 

As a result of discarding she was also left with only 1 card in hand, so she immediately draws 3 more dog cards. 

 

2) Select one action from following list: 

 

- Make a personal offer 

 

- For making a personal training offer player draws the top card from the dog cards draw pile 

 

- Retrieve dogs from common waiting list 

With this action player can retrieve 2 dog cards from the common waiting list but he/she also has to discard 

one dog card from the hand in return (that card goes back into common waiting list, available for others). 

Discarded card may be one of the retrieved cards. 

NB! If there are only 2 cards left after retrieving-discarding, more cards are drawn from dog card 

draw pile to fill the common waiting list back to 6 cards. 

 

- Close the training group 

Player may select one training group card and discard it. New training group card is revealed immediately. 

 

- Pass – do nothing 

 

NB! In case of last card drawn from either draw pile, discard pile is shuffled to form a new one. 

 

Game ends after one player has filled 3 training groups. All players count then their victory points 

from filled training groups, player with most points will be the winner! 

 

Optional rule: for longer game can be agreed that game end triggers when one player has filled 5 training groups; 

extremely long game can be achieved when all the 18 training groups are being filled by the players. 


